Getting Started with
Recognia® Options Ideas™
A Guide for End-Users

Introduction
With so many variables involved in finding and researching options trades, it can be intimidating for
equity investors to add options to their portfolio. Recognia Options Ideas helps equity traders bridge the
gap between learning options strategies and applying them in the real world. With real-time options
trade opportunities and transparent scoring and calculations, traders can be more confident than ever
to using options to enhance their portfolios.
While using this guide, it is important to note that your broker’s implementation of Recognia may vary
slightly from the screen images reproduced here, but the underlying principles remain the same.

What this guide covers
This guide will teach you the basics to get started with Options Ideas.
You will learn how to:
Find Options Ideas ...................................................................... Page 2
Validate Ideas via Scoring, Calculations and Backtesting ........... Page 3
Customize the Ideas to You ......................................................... Page 5
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FINDING OPTIONS IDEAS
Finding options ideas has never been easier. Right from the main landing page you will see several
options ideas displayed along the top of the Featured Ideas panel. Each day, Recognia will present you
with up to 10 actionable trade ideas based on the principles of technical analysis and backtested equity
strategies. Each options idea has a clear profit target associated with it, which can be seen plotted on
the main chart to show you where the stock is expected to move in order to achieve the target profit.
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VALIDATE IDEAS WITH SCORING, CALCULATIONS, AND BACKTESTING
You will notice each option idea has a Recognia Idea Score associated with it. The score represents a
quantitative ranking and ranges from AAA, being the highest, to C, being the lowest. Factors the
Recognia Idea Score is based on include profit, loss, cost and liquidity. If you hover your mouse over the
score, you will see a pop-up that tells you the criteria that particular option idea met in order to be
assigned its score.

To further investigate the strategy, click on the calculator icon in the box beside the chart. You will then
see a breakdown of the key values that make up the strategy and precisely how they were calculated,
including: net cost, maximum loss, maximum profit and target profit.
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You can also click the backtesting button below the chart to better understand the underlying equity
strategy and the list of filters and criteria that make it up. The backtesting capability helps a trader
evaluate how well an investing strategy would have worked in the past. Using a five year historical
period with quarterly re-balancing, the historical return shows the performance of a set of mock
portfolios picked using the underlying strategy.
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CUSTOMIZE IDEAS TO YOU
With the ability to customize you are able to control the options ideas that are presented to you,
ensuring you see only those ideas that are most relevant to you and your trading style. Upon launching
the product a pop-up appears with various Options Filters for you to choose from such as options
markets and strategy types.

Alternatively, you can access the custom settings at the top right of the panel. This will allow you to
select from additional criteria such as stock filters and preferences like technicals, fundamentals, and
sectors.
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Conclusion
With Recognia Options Ideas it is easier than ever to find, research and validate options trade
opportunities. With daily actionable options ideas that include detailed commentary and calculations
and the ability for you to customize the results, we help take the guess work out of options trading
giving you the confidence needed to add options to your portfolio.

Where to find more information
Click the HELP icon near the top right of the page. This will bring up additional information and
resources. It will also direct you to our Help Forum at http://www.recognia.com/help where you can
browse existing topics or start your own conversation.
You may also visit Recognia’s Traders Resources at http://www.recognia.com/resources/traders for
additional information on Options Ideas and trader’s reference material.
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